KRAUS BOLDEN™ SINGLE HANDLE
18-INCH COMMERCIAL KITCHEN
FAUCET WITH DUAL FUNCTION
PULL-DOWN SPRAYHEAD
IN STOCK
The centerpiece of your dream kitchen has arrived with Bolden™.
Available in five finishes, the Bolden pull-down commercial
kitchen faucet is configured at a compact 18” height to fit under
most cabinets.
Finish
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Stainless Steel

Matte Black

Stainess
Steel/Chrome

Spot Free Matte Spot Free Chrome
Spot Free
Black
Stainless Steel

DESCRIPTION

The Bolden™ commercial-style faucet creates a captivating industrial look with a high-arc open coil spout, and offers the
advantage of a compact 18" height that fits underneath most kitchen cabinets. The highly functional design features a pull-down
sprayhead with Reach™ technology for superior maneuverability and an extended range of motion, allowing you to reach all
around the kitchen sink. The dual function sprayer switches between an aerated stream for filling pots and pitchers, and a powerful
spray to rinse dishes and wash away stubborn food residue. Heavy-duty construction and premium components ensure longlasting worry-free use. For the ultimate installation convenience, Bolden™ comes with pre-attached waterlines and all mounting
hardware included. Experience Kraus Quality in your own kitchen, and Go Bold with Bolden™.
Benefits & Features
A Perfect Fit: Optimized for residential use, the Bolden™ Commercial Style Faucet features a compact 18-inch height to fit
underneath almost any kitchen cabinet
Commercial Pull-Down Design: Creates a distinctive professional look with an industrial open-coil spout, and provides the
convenience of a pull-down sprayhead with an extended range of motion
Solid Brass Construction with stainless steel spout for maximum durability and long-lasting corrosion-resistant performance
High-Arc Spout offers ample height clearance for filling tall pitchers, swivels 180° for a broad range of motion
Comes in a Choice of 8 flawless rust-resistant finishes to match any kitchen decor
Reach™ Technology: Easy-retract hose with swivel adapter offers the ability to flex, pivot, and reach all around the sink
Eco-Friendly Faucet: Water-saving aerator provides an efficient 1.75 gpm flow rate
Easy-Clean Nozzles: Soft rubber spray holes allow you to easily wipe away mineral build-up for long-lasting performance
Smart Handle Design: Single handle operates with 90° forward rotation, allowing for installation in tighter spaces with no
backsplash clearance needed
Premium Ceramic Cartridge provides long-lasting leak-free use
Installation-Ready: Faucet comes with water supply lines and all mounting hardware included
A Perfect Complement: Pairs beautifully with a range of sink styles, countertop materials, and cabinets to make a bold statement
in any kitchen, from traditional to modern
Dimensions: Faucet Height: 18 in., Spout Height: 6 3/8 in., Spout Reach 8 11/16 in.
Lifetime Limited Warranty covers faucet and finish for quality you can trust
Certifications: cUPC (UPC & CSA), NSF/ANSI Standard 61 certified by IAPMO, NSF/ANSI Standard 372 certified by IAPMO, AB1953,
MASS, DOE, CEC, ADA
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

COLLECTION NAME

Bolden™ Commercial Kitchen Faucet Series

MATERIAL

Brass

SPOUT SWIVEL (DEGREES)

180

NUMBER OF SPRAY SETTINGS

2

FAUCET TYPE

Commercial Style

WIDTH

2.50

FAUCET HEIGHT (INCHES)

17.94

SPOUT REACH (INCHES)

8.69

SPOUT HEIGHT (INCHES)

6.38

FAUCET HOLES / HOLES REQUIRED

1.00

FLOW RATE (GPM)

1.80

HOSE LENGTH

0.00

HEIGHT

17.94

FAUCET CERTIFICATIONS

cUPC (UPC & CSA), NSF/ANSI Standard 61 certified by IAPMO, NSF/ANSI Standard 372
certified by IAPMO, MASS, DOE, CEC and ADA compliant

WARRANTY

Limited Lifetime

CALIFORNIA COMPLIANCE

California Compliance

HANDLE CLEARANCE (INCHES)

0.00

MAX DECK THICKNESS

1.75
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